DEEP DREAM SPAGHETTI

CREEPY AND RIDICULOUS APPLICATIONS
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An AI Just Created and Named New Paint Colors, and They’re Hilarious

Bull Cream 235 229 198
Copper Panty 168 124 99
Primple Brown 134 100 80
Stoned Blue 124 164 145
Sting Gray 124 134 124
Rose Colon 231 219 205
Stamped Candy 215 193 171
Mown Poupe 134 130 109
Blue Child 244 211 205
Sandbork 135 135 108
Farty Red 164 47 47
Dorky Brown 81 52 76

Neural networks + Kittens = !!!

BIG WIGGY BOOL

SNOX BOOPS
NEURAL NETWORK FISH NAMES
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The Viper Shark is the police of the ocean, riding his tiny shark motor cycle at top speeds through the coral reefs.
The shark is essentially a human who became entangled in the water chemicals.
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"Admiral Dog!"  "The Pig-Snail"  "The Camel-Bird"  "The Dog-Fish"
A NEURAL ALGORITHM OF ARTISTIC STYLE
DINOSAURS BY CHRIS RODLEY
NAPOLEON CROSSING THE ALPS - AMGUNNERSFC
SEMANTIC PHOTOGRAPHIC STYLE TRANSFER
HTTPS://GITHUB.COM/LOUIEYANG/DEEP-PHOTO-STYLETRANSFER-TF
SEMANTIC PHOTO STYLE TRANSFER...
LANDSCAPE PAINTING GENERATED BY PROGRESSIVE GROWING OF GANS
THOMAS KINKADE

NOT MENTIONING ANY NAMES...
Figure 1: Artworks generated by the Emotional GAN conditioning on various emotion categories.
PIX2PIX – PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
PIX2PIX – CREEPY APPLICATIONS
PATRICK TRESSET – DELUSIONS
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Mario Klingemann 🐢 @quasimondo • Apr 7
A restoration attempt.
NEURAL KARAOKE — THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

HTTPS://VIMEO.COM/192711856
THE WIND MADE NO SENSE AT ALL. IT WAS A STARK CONTRAST TO THE SNOW, AS IF IT WERE SOME KIND OF FAIRY TALE. GOD, IT FELT LIKE THEY WERE GOING TO FALL APART IN LESS THAN FIVE DAYS.
THE MAN WHO LOOKED AT HER AS IF SHE WERE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MAN I HAD EVER SEEN, I SIMPLY STARED AT HIM FOR A LONG MOMENT, TRYING TO THINK OF MORE WAYS THAN I SHOULD HAVE BEEN.
PERCEPTION ENGINES - HTTPS://BIT.LY/2WG6KTK @DRIBNET

TOM WHITE
GAN OIL PAINTINGS FROM PHOTOS AND DRAWINGS
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THE BOB ROSS IN THE MACHINE...
STARRING KENPACHI AND KANDINSKY

“CATDINSKY”
THANKYOU
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UPCOMING EXHIBITION: HIDDEN WORLDS
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